• The PMT position and the arrival time of the light allow the reconstruction of the lepton (muon) track.
• NTs are built very deep underground/undersea in order to reduce as much as possible the atmospheric muon flux. 
Selection of different Selection of different nadir angles nadir angles
evidences the Earth evidences the Earth opacity at higher opacity at higher energies energies
The ANTARES detector
The angular resolution is better than better than 0.5 0.5°at high energies (E ν > 10 TeV) 
Methods of point-like sources search
The background from atmospheric neutrinos and muons will be dominant. It is crucial to have an algorithm able to point out the accumulation of the signal events over this background. The background is right ascension independent and declination dependent.
ANTARES:
Very good angular resolution: < 0.3º for Eν > 10 TeV. • Unbinned methods:
Eν > 10 TeV.
Sources are visible up to δ = 47º.
GC is visible (63% of the time).
Signal-like The probability for the background to produce a given number of events can be computed analytically.
P i is the probability for the background to produce the observed number of events N 0 or more (up to the maximum number N total ). σ σ σ σ is each element of the set C n Ntotal of combinations of N total elements in groups of n elements.
Probability for the event j to be inside the cone defined for the event i.
BIN: Cone method Signal & Background
The number of background events (nb) inside the cone is estimated from the real data.
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The PSF is obtained from MC assuming a flux of E -2 .
declination (rad)
Optimum radius (deg) 
Cone size optimization BIN: Cone method
MRF = δ δ δ δ = -30°r best~ 3°M RF ) n ( )! (n ) (n ) ,n (n µ ) (n
UNBIN: EM algorithm
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) is a pattern recognition algorithm that analytically maximizes the likelihood in finite mixture models. Mixture models: different groups of data are described by different density components. 
RESULTS
The p-value is the probability of the background to produce the measured (or higher) observable (BIC for the EM algorithm or n events for the con method).
P
The lowest value corresponds to a p-value pre-trial of 2.8σ σ σ σ found with UNBINNED method. It is expected in 10% of the experiments when looking at 25 sources (post-trial probability).
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# events inside the cone
The low p-value is due to the position of the event very close to the source location.
No significant excess was found
In our sample : BIC obs = 1.4 (highest value) p-value = 0.3 (1σ σ σ σ excess) (δ = -63.7º RA =243.9º) 
RESULTS

EM algorithm
